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Abstract—Indoor environments are characterized by harsh
multipath conditions. Multipath-assisted indoor navigation and
tracking (MINT) exploits position-related features of the propagation channel to improve its accuracy and robustness. In this
work we introduce an anchor-free, cooperative MINT algorithm.
The algorithm uses monostatic and bistatic (cooperative) measurements conducted by the agents. The estimated multipath
components are associated to virtual anchors exploiting their
position-related information. We present a proof-of-concept using
data from an ultra-wideband measurement campaign, reaching a
position accuracy better than 6 cm for 90 % of the measurement
points.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Radio-based position tracking with high levels of accuracy
and robustness has received a lot of attention over the last
decades. The achievable performance depends strongly on the
environment determining the radio propagation. In indoor environments high levels of accuracy and robustness are hindered
by harsh multipath propagation. The undesired multipath can
be countered by data fusion of multiple information sources
[1] or by providing remedies against the errors induced by the
multipath propagation [2].
Another way of tackling this problem is to exploit useful
position-related information contained in multipath components (MPCs) [3]. Association of the MPCs to the surrounding geometry enables improved localization performance, as
shown in [3]–[7]. The received signal is modeled as a superposition of the line-of-sight component (LOS) and so-called
deterministic MPCs originating from reflections at objects, e.g.
wall segments. These reflections can be used to gain additional
information for localization and tracking, which is especially
needed in scenarios with a low number of anchor nodes.
Localization methods relying on a single-anchor node were
presented in [8]–[10].
A low number of anchor nodes reduces the position accuracy and robustness. This can be circumvented by cooperation
among the agents as shown in [10]–[15]. In [12] several agents
locate their positions using a single anchor by employing a
sum-product based message passing algorithm. The method
shown in [13] presents cooperative localization of two agents
and three anchors using convex optimization. In [14] and
[15] cooperative tracking is realized without using any infrastructure but exploiting multipath. The tracking algorithms are
realized using the belief propagation scheme SPAWN [11] and
an algorithm based on extended Kalman filters, respectively.

Fig. 1. Multipath propagation of monostatic (red) and bistatic (blue) measurements. The emitted pulse of agent m is received by its neighbor m0 (bistatic)
and by itself (monostatic) and contains the line-of-sight and a multipath
component due to the reflection at wall segment S. Mapping of the reflection
(m)
to the virtual anchor at position p2 models the geometry of the multipath
component.

In this work we present an anchor-free, cooperative tracking
algorithm exploiting multipath propagation as extension to
[15] by considering uncertainty of virtual anchors (VAs). We
use ultra-wideband (UWB) signals as their superior time resolution enables separation of MPCs. The MPCs can be modeled
as signals emitted from virtual anchors. This yields a simple
geometric model of the delays of the deterministic MPCs
which allows exploiting their position related information as
shown in Fig. 1. The agent and corresponding VA positions
are tracked with an extended Kalman Filter (EKF) making
use of monostatic and bistatic measurements. To obtain the
monostatic measurements, each agent acts as receiver and
transmitter whereas the bistatic measurements are performed
in between neighboring (cooperating) agents (see Fig. 1). We
show the performance of the proposed algorithm for synthetic
and real measurement data in terms of accuracy and robustness
with respect to imprecise floorplans.
The key contributions of this paper are:
•
•

•

We formulate the relations between the agent and VA
positions, velocities and covariances.
We present an anchor-free, cooperative algorithm using
data association of MPC delays with according VAs and
assemble the EKF for tracking the joint state of the agents
and the according VAs.
We show the applicability of the presented algorithm on
real data.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II provides an
overview about the subject and introduces the geometric-

stochastic signal model and the VA motion model, respectively. Section III describes the implementation of the cooperative algorithm, while Sections IV and V wrap up the paper
with results, discussions, and conclusions.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
Several clock-synchronized agents m ∈ Nm = {1, . . . , M }
(m)
aim at localizing their positions pn at time step n using
monostatic and bistatic measurements. The measurements are
performed by transmitting UWB signals s(t) which interact with the environment resulting in multipath propagation.
We apply a geometrical model for multipath propagation
by employing VAs, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In the bistatic
measurement setup, the emitted pulse of agent m is received at
neighboring agent m0 as a sum of an LOS component (dashed
blue line) and a reflection (solid blue line) at the wall segment
S (solid gray line). We model this reflection as a pulse emitted
(m)
from VA p2 , whose position is defined by the image-sourcemodel [16]. In the monostatic measurement setup, the pulse is
emitted and received by agent m. Again, the reflection at the
wall segment (solid red line) is modeled as a pulse emitted
(m)
from a VA at position p2 . For a better readability, we drop
the time step index n.

B. Virtual Anchor Motion Model
In the proposed anchor-free MINT algorithm the moving
agents share the hypothesis regarding their positions among
the neighboring agents. The movement of the agents is reflected in moving virtual anchors. In this section we describe
the relations between position, movement and covariance of
the agents and the corresponding VAs. For a better readability,
we consider first-order reflections only, restricted to a twodimensional floorplan. The model can be extended to higherorder reflections (cf. [3]) and three dimensions.
We describe the position and orientation of the wall segment
S by the vectors pS and lS eS , respectively, with lS as length
and eS as unit vector indicating the direction of wall segment
as shown in Fig. 2. The closest distance between S and agent

A. Signal Model
0

The received signal r(m ,m) (t) of agent m0 for the emitted
pulse s(t) of agent m is modeled according to [3], [17]
0
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for both monostatic (m = m0 ) and bistatic (m 6= m0 )
measurements. The first term of (1) denotes the 0 sum of
(m ,m)
deterministic MPCs with complex amplitudes αk
and
(m0,m)
delays τk
, originating from agent m with corresponding
(m)
VAs at positions pk . The delays are calculated according to
0

0
0
(m)
(m ,m)
with k ∈ 1, . . . , K (m ,m) and
τk
= 1c p(m ) − pk
0
c denoting the speed of light. The number of VAs K (m ,m)
0
depends on the agent positions p(m) and p(m ) . The model
does not distinguish between the LOS component and reflected
(m)
MPCs by declaring p1 = p(m) .
The second term in (1) denotes the convolution of the
0
transmitted signal s(t) and the diffuse multipath (DM) ν (m ,m) .
The DM is modeled as a realization of a non-stationary,
zero-mean Gaussian random process. We assume uncorrelated scattering 0along τ , resulting in an auto-correlation

0
0
(m ,m)
function of Kν
(τ, u) = Eν ν (m ,m) (τ )ν (m ,m)∗ (u) =
0
0
(m ,m)
(m ,m)
Sν
(τ )δ(τ − u) with Sν
(τ ) denoting the power delay
profile (PDP) of the diffuse multipath. According to [18], the
PDP depends on the position of transmitter and receiver and
is quasi-stationary in the spatial domain. Note, that the DM
comprises all other not modeled, dense MPCs and represents
a interference to the useful deterministic MPCs.
The last term denotes additive white Gaussian noise with a
double-sided power spectral density (PSD) of N0 /2.

Fig. 2. Illustration of agent position p(m) , velocity v(m) and covariance
C(m) . The wall segment’s orientation, indicated by pS and eS , translates
the velocity and covariance of agent m to its corresponding virtual anchors.


m is calculated by the projection of pS − p(m) onto R π2 eS ,
where R π2 denotes the rotation matrix by π2 , yielding
T
dm,S = pS − p(m) R π2 eS .
(2)
(m)

The VA position p2

(m)
p2

is calculated according to

= p(m) + 2dm,S R π2 eS .

(3)

The motion of the agents shifts the position of the corresponding VAs, as shown in Figure 2. Agent m moves with velocity
(m)
v(m) resulting in a mirrored movement of p2 dependent on
the orientation of the wall segment S. Projection of v(m) to
the orientation of S leads to the decomposition


(4)
v(m) = eTS v(m) eS + eTS RTπ2 v(m) R π2 eS ,
where the first term on the right-hand-side represents the
movement along the wall segment and the second-term the
movement orthogonal to the wall segment. Mirroring of the
orthogonal component and rearranging leads to the movement
of the VA, given as

vp(m)
= eS eTS − R π2 eS eTS RTπ2 v(m) = RS v(m) . (5)
2
We denote RS as VA transition matrix. It translates the
movement of the agent to the movement of the corresponding

VA and depends on the orientation of the wall segment only.
Further, we employ RS to relate the covariance of the VAs to
the covariance of the corresponding agent C(m) , as illustrated
in Figure 2. Employing eigenvalue decomposition, the covariance matrix C(m) can be represented as C(m) = QΛQT
where the columns of the rotation matrix Q consist of the
eigenvectors of C(m) and Λ contains the eigenvalues. The
covariance of the VA is expressed as follows
T T
C(m)
p2 = RS QΛQ RS ,

(6)

where RS mirrors the eigenvectors in Q depending on the
orientation of S.
III. P ROPOSED A LGORITHM
The proposed algorithm employs at each time step n monostatic and bistatic measurements, conducted by the agents.
The multipath components’ delays and amplitudes of each
measurement are estimated. The delays are assigned to virtual
anchors to model the geometry of the MPCs. The corresponding amplitudes are used to model the uncertainty of the MPCs.
A. Channel Estimation
We use peak-picking
for estimating the delays of the de(m0 ,m)
terministic MPCs τ̂k,n
, implemented as an recursive leastsquares approximation [8], written as
Z T
0
(m0,m)
(m0,m)
τ̂k,n = argmin |rn(m ,m)(t) − r̂k−1,n (t) − α̂(τ)s(t −τ )|2 dt,
τ

0

(7)
with
as template signal for the deterministic MPCs,
estimated up to the (k − 1)-th iteration step, and
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with
T

Z
α̂(τ ) =
0

0
(m0,m) 
s∗ (t − τ ) rn(m ,m) (t) − r̂k−1,n (t) dt,

(9)

and 0 T as measurement
duration. 0 The template signal
Pk−1 (m0 ,m)
(m ,m)
(m ,m)
r̂k−1,n (t) = k0 =1 α̂k0 ,n s(t − τ̂k0 ,n ) is initialized with
(m0,m)

r̂0,n

(t) = 0. Alternating between (7) and (8), the MPC
(m0 ,m)

parameters τ̂k,n

(m0 ,m)

and α̂k,n

are recursively estimated
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is reached. The channel
estimation is done for each monostatic and bistatic0 mea(m ,m)
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B. Data Association (DA)
The estimated distances obtained from the channel estimation are now associated to expected distances calculated from
VAs’ positions. We calculate the set of expected distances as
0

Dn(m ,m) =



(m0 )

(m)

p̂1,n − p̂k,n

0 ,m)

(m
Kn
k=1

,

(10)

0

(m )

where p̂k,n refers to the predicted position computed with
an EKF at n. We reduce the set of expected distances to the

visible ones by performing optical ray-tracing [19]. The number of expected distances depends on the number of segments
and their visibility, and is0 in general different
to the 0number
(m ,m)
(m0 ,m)
(m ,m)
= Kn
=
of estimated MPC Dn
6= Zn
0

(m ,m)
Kn
. We use the optimal sub-pattern assignment (OSPA)
metric [20] to assign the expected distances to the estimated
ones, where we allow a maximum discrepancy of dc between
expected and estimated distance for each MPC [8].0 Finally,
(m ,m)
the assigned distances are stacked in the vector zn
.
C. State Space and Measurement Model
We describe the state dynamics using a linear, constantvelocity motion model. In the following we describe the state
vector of a single agent m. We drop the agent index m for a
better readability. The joint state space of the agent and the
corresponding VAs is given as
x̃n = [pT1,n , vnT , pT2,n , . . . , pTK̃n +1,n ]T ,

(11)

with K̃n denoting the number of assigned VAs at n. The state
space model for one agent follows as
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and na,n as zero mean driving noise.
The stacked VA transition matrix R̃S,n
=
]T with dimension (2K̃n × 2) translates the
[RTS2 , . . . , RTS
K̃n +1
movement vn of the agent to the corresponding VAs. It is
structured in the same manner as the stacked VAs’ positions
and each entry RSk is calculated according to (5).
The covariance of the state vector of one agent is written
as


Cp,n Cpv,n
0
4×2K̃n 
,
(13)
C̃n =  CTpv,n Cv,n
02K̃n ×4
C̃S,n
where Cp,n , Cv,n and Cpv,n are the position
and
velocity
covariance
and
cross-covariance
matrices,
respectively.
The
block-diagonal
matrix

C̃S,n = diag [(RS2 Cp,n RS2 )T , . . . , (RSK̃n Cp,n RSK̃n )T ]
with dimension (2K̃n × 2K̃n ) aligns the covariance of the
position of the agent to the VA positions, as in (6).
The individual state spaces of the cooperating agents m are
stacked into a joint state space as follows
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and Cn = diag [C̃n , . . . , C̃n ] , where we assume independent movement of the agents.
The measurement model translates the agent and VA positions to distances of the MPCs according to

9

zn = hn (xn ) + nn ,

(15)

6

with nn as zero mean measurement noise. The measured
distances of the associated MPCs (see III-B) for the monostatic and bistatic measurements are stacked in zn =
(1,1)
(1,M ) (2,1)
(2,M )
(M,M ) T
[zn , . . . , zn
, zn , . . . , zn
, . . . , zn
] of length
0
P P
(m ,m)
K̄n = m0 m K̃n
. The EKF employs the Jacobian Hn
of the non-linear measurement function hn (xn ) with respect
to the agent and VA positions in xn . It is constructed as
follows: the rows in Hn transform the positions of one pair of
a VA and an agent. For each measured distance k̄ ∈ {1, K̄n },
let m0 denote the receiving agent and k the transmitting VA
of agent
m. Further, let µ and η be the indices locating
(m0 )
(m)
p1,n and pk,n within the joint state vector. Then, the vector


(m)
(m0 )
(m)
(m0 )
∂kp1,n −pk,n k ∂kp1,n −pk,n k
(m0 ,m)
hk̄,n
=
,
determines the
(m0 )
(m0 )

5

∂xn

∂yn

derivative of the Euclidean norm with respect0 to the x- and
(m ,m)
y-position coordinates of the agent and −hk̄,n
of the VA
position where the negative sign accounts
for
the
derivative
(m0 ,m)
(m0 ,m)
with respect to the VA. We plug hk̄,n
and −hk̄,n
in
Hn at row k̄n and columns µ and η, respectively.
D. Range Uncertainty Estimation
 (m0 ,m)
The uncertainty of the measured distances var dˆk,n
is related to the SINR of the corresponding delay estimate,
employing the information inequality according to [8], [21]
−1
 2 2
 (m0,m)
8π β
(m0,m)
ˆ
SINRk,n
,
(16)
var dk,n
≥
c2
where β is the effective (root mean square) bandwidth of s(t).
We estimate the SINR using a method of moments
estimator
 (m0 ,m) n
[8] taking the corresponding amplitudes α̂k,i
i=n−N
over a window of N past measurements into account and
compute the distance variances of each MPC according to (16).
The measurement noise covariance matrix is assembled as
follows
  (m0,m)
Rn = diag var dˆk,n
∀ m, m0 , k.
(17)
IV. R ESULTS
The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated
in terms of localization error and robustness to uncertainties
in the floorplan. We test the algorithm using scenarios with
synthetic and measured data as explained in the following.
A. Setup for synthetic data
The setup for the synthetic scenario is as follows: a unitenergy root-raised-cosine pulse with roll-off factor of R = 0.6
and a pulse duration of Tp = 0.5 ns acts as transmit signal
s(t). The received signal is modeled according to (1) considering first-order reflections only. We employ a free-space
propagation model attenuating the received pulses according
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Fig. 3. Simulation scenario with synthetically generated signals: three agents
move independently along the trajectories (dotted) with varying velocity.

to Friis’ transmission equation. Each reflection is accounted as
an additional attenuation of 3 dB. We set the parameters of the
DM according to [3], where also a validation of the model is
presented. The SNR between LOS (at 1 m) and additive white
noise is set to 26 dB. We use M = 3 agents moving along the
trajectories with varying velocities, shown in Figure 3. The
trajectories consist of 100 position points for each agent.
B. Setup for measured data
The measured data are obtained using a Rohde and Schwarz
ZVA-24 VNA within a frequency range from 3.1 to 10.6 GHz.
We shape the data with a root-raised-cosine pulse with rolloff factor of R = 0.6 and a pulse duration of Tp = 0.5 ns
at a carrier frequency of fc = 7 GHz [22]. We use self-made
Euro-cent coin antennas [23] with a uniform radiation pattern
in azimuth domain. The antennas are connected to the VNA to
omit the required synchronization accuracy among the agents
in the order of 10−10 s. Figure 4 illustrates the scenario: two
agents move along their trajectories consisting of 220 positions
with a spacing of 5 cm. In both scenarios no anchors are used.
C. Implementation
We employ an EKF for tracking the agent states jointly
with the VA states. Once a new agent joins the cooperative
localization, the positions of the agents’ VAs are initialized
according to (3) followed by assembling the VA transitions
(5). At each time step n the joint state is predicted by (14)
followed by associating (see Sec. III-B) the expected MPCs
with the estimated ones (Sec. III-A). Finally, the EKF update
(m)
step is performed to obtain the estimated
agent positions p̂n .
0
(m ,m)
The number of expected MPCs Kn
(III-B) depends on
the agents’ positions and the rooms’ geometry. The floorplans
of both scenarios
are dominated by parallel walls which results
(m0 ,m)
in K
=
4
expected MPCs in each received signal
n
(m0,m)
rn
(t).
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Fig. 5. SINR of LOS and multipath components along x-direction (top) and
y-direction (bottom) of monostatic (left) and bistatic (right) measurements of
agent two from time step n = 90 to n = 140 (see Fig. 4) of LOS (k = 1),
window right (k = 2), blackboard (k = 3) and window left (k = 4).
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Fig. 4. Scenario with measured data obtained in the Seminar room (floorplan
uncertainty r = 1 mm): two agents locate their position employing MPCs
along the trajectories. Multipath components are shown for time step n = 110.

We set the cutoff-distance in (III-B) to dc = cTp = 0.15 m

(m0 ,m)
in (III-A) to
and 0the number of estimated
MPCs K n
0

(m ,m)
(m ,m)
. Expected distance pairs within a
= 1.5Kn
Kn
range below the cutoff-distance of dc are not considered in
(10) for reduction of wrong data associations.
The algorithm considers past measurements received within
a distance of 0.2 m for MPCs’ range uncertainty estimation
(see Sec. III-D). The range uncertainty is used as a measure of
reliability and thus gives insights on the algorithm’s behavior.
Figure 5 exemplifies the correspondent SINRs of selected
MPCs of the measured data of agent two’s trajectory from
time step n = 90 to n = 140, as shown in Fig. 4. To illustrate
the impact of these reflections on the task of positioning we
decompose the SINR values into x- and y-components. The
high SINR of the LOS between both agents (k = 1) indicates
a low range uncertainty resulting in a strong impact on the
positioning algorithm. The reflections at the right window
(k = 2) and left window (k = 4) add information especially in
the x-direction and the reflection at the blackboard (k = 3) in
the y-direction. At time step n = 120 agent two moves behind
a concrete pillar which blocks the reflection to the blackboard
in the monostatic measurement. In this case, information along
the y-direction is only obtained from the bistatic measurement.
In general, the MPCs with index k = {2, 3, 4} have approxi-
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the ratio of converged runs dependent on the range
of the wall segment’s position error r for scenarios with synthetic (left) and
measured data (right).

mately same SINRs resulting in a similar importance weight
in positioning as well.
D. Impact of floorplan
The performance of the proposed algorithm depends on the
accuracy of the provided floorplan. An imprecise floorplan
leads to wrong estimates of the positions of the VAs. We
examine the robustness of the algorithm when uncertainties
in the floorplan are present by adding uniformly distributed
noise U(−r/2, r/2) within the range r to the positions of the
wall segments according to
h
r r
r r iT
pSi = p̄Si + U(− , ), U(− , ) , ∀i
(18)
2 2
2 2
with p̄Si as true position of wall segment Si .
We perform 1000 Monte-Carlo (MC) runs with different
levels of uncertainty r. We define an MC run with a maximum
position error below 1 m as converged. Figure 6 presents the
impact of r on the ratio of converged runs. It can be seen that
all MC runs converge at small wall segment position errors of
r ≤ 1 mm. Enlarging r increases the number of outliers. The
90 % level of converged runs lies at approximately r = 5 mm
for both synthetic and measured data. Figures 7 and 8 show
the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of the localization
error for converged runs for the scenarios with synthetic and
real measurement data, respectively. In general, the scenario

1

of deterministic multipath components to achieve high levels
of accuracy. Given an accurate floorplan, the number of
outages can be reduced to zero showing a high robustness.
In future work we will further address the initialization of the
joint state vector and model the floorplan’s uncertainty.
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with synthetic data has a better performance as the synthetically generated MPCs are more stable and reliable throughout
most of the scenario, compared to the real measured data. Further, the algorithm takes usage of more measurements (three
monostatic and three bistatic measurements). This experiment
results in an error below 25 mm in 90 % of the runs, given a
highly accurate floorplan. Increasing the floorplan uncertainty
up to r = 100 mm lowers the performance. The scenario with
measured data achieves a position error of below 60 mm in
90 % of the converged runs for r = 10 mm. The impact of
uncertainty in the floorplan is in general larger compared to
the synthetic data as the reduced number of agents leads to less
measurements (two monostatic and one bistatic measurement).
Furthermore, the true positions of the segments p̄Si may
contain a bias due to measurement errors in the existing
floorplan.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
We have presented a cooperative tracking algorithm exploiting multipath propagation by using floorplan information but
without fixed anchors at known locations. The performance
evaluation with synthetic and measured data reveals the impact
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